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Abstract: This paper presents a novel pixel geometry for the implementation of metasurfaces
requiring synchronized phase propagation of transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric
(TE) modes. The pixel is composed by an elliptical metallic patch with an asymmetric cross-shaped
aperture in the center, printed on a grounded slab. A practical implementation of a metasurface was
carried out employing such a pixel geometry. Simulation results show similar frequency dispersion
properties for both modes within the working frequency band, in agreement with the theoretical basis.
Keywords: metasurfaces (MTSs); transverse magnetic (TM); transverse electric (TE); surface waves
(SWs); dispersion
1. Introduction
Metasurfaces (MTSs) are composed of a dense layer of subwavelength metallic elements, also
called pixels [1–3], printed on top of a grounded substrate. Bounded slow surface waves (SWs) can be
guided on these structures with engineered dispersion properties. This is the case for the near-field
plates, planar lenses and cloaking structures found in the literature [4–7]. Based on the transverse
resonance condition, such structures have been characterized by means of scalar or tensor surface
impedances [1]. In general, scalar impedance surfaces can support the propagation of either TM or
TE SWs. For simplicity, efforts have been focused on guiding of the single TM mode. In fact, several
studies have been carried out to analytically characterize the dispersion properties of the TM mode
within circular, elliptical and slotted patches printed on top of a grounded slab [8–12].
However, one of the most interesting application of MTS-based structures is the realization of
low-profile lightweight antennas for space applications [13–18]. By modulating the characteristic
surface impedance, a transition from a cylindrical SW excited form the center to a leaky-wave
(LW) is obtained using a MTS-based structure. By means of the modulation of the scalar or tensor
impedance characteristics of the isotropic or anisotropic surfaces, beam pointing, shape and radiated
field polarization can be tailored for different applications [13–18]. Most of the configurations found in
the literature work in single-mode operation. In fact, a single TM SW is supported in such structures,
and consequently, single circular polarization (CP) performance is obtained. In order to obtain dual
circularly polarized broadside radiation, two modes of TM and TE nature need to be supported by
the MTS [19,20]. In these solutions, both modes must have decoupled propagation, be balanced in
amplitude and phase synchronized. When these modes interact with a properly modulated surface
impedance tensor, a LW radiates outside the structure towards the broadside with the right-hand
(RH) or left-hand (LH) CP, depending on the feed phase. The main goal of this work is to discuss a
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practical pixel geometry supporting the propagation of TM and TE modes balanced in phase that can
be employed to implement dual circularly polarized MTS antennas.
The paper is structured as follows. The theoretical principle for phase-matched dual-mode
operation is summarized in Section 2. A pixel geometry that meets this condition is
presented in Section 3, where a full-wavefrequency and spatial-dispersion analysis is carried out.
Additionally, a phase-balanced single-layer guiding MTS is implemented with these pixels. In Section 4,
the simulation results are shown. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
2. Theoretical Principle
As it is well known [4–17], guiding metasurfaces (MTSs) support the propagation of surface
waves (SWs) characterized by a phase velocity (ν = ω/β) lower than the free space velocity (c = ω/k0).
Thus, the phase constant of the SWs (β) is larger than the free space wavenumber (k0): ν < c→ β >k0.
When a cylindrically symmetric MTS is in the xy plane and these modes are excited from the center
of the structure, they propagate in a radial direction, bounded to the surface, following e−jβρ (with ρˆ
being the radial unit vector). Away from the structure, the field is evanescent, and it is defined by an
exponential decay e−jkzoz, fulfilling: k20 = β2 + kzo2, where =(kzo) = −αzo, αzo > 0.
The goal of this work is to implement a single-layer metasurface that supports the propagation of
a transverse magnetic mode (TM) and a transverse electric mode (TE). As has been widely explained
in [8–13], a single-layer MTS can be analyzed in terms of its equivalent circuit model. According to
the transverse resonance equation, the surface impedance relating the fields of each SW in the surface
(Zsurf,i) can be related to the free space impedance of each mode at the air-surface interface (Z0,i) as:
Z0,i i=TM,TE = − Zsurf,i i=TM,TE. Thus, the surface impedance of each mode can be described by the
following expressions:
Zsurf,TM = j Xsurf,TM = −ξ kzoβ (1)
Zsurf,TE = j Xsurf,TE = −ξ βkzo (2)
where ξ = 120pi is the free space impedance. From Equations (1) and (2), it can be concluded that
the surface impedance of the desired MTS must have an inductive reactive term in order to allow
the propagation of a TM SW ( Xsur f ,TM > 0), while the surface impedance must have an inductive
reactive term ( Xsur f ,TE < 0), to support the TE mode propagation.
Both modes must propagate in the structure decoupled and synchronized in phase. The condition
for TM and TE modes phase synchronism can also be related to the equivalent surface reactance
values as:
βTM = βTE → Xsurf,TM Xsurf,TE = −ξ2 (3)
Exciting the rotationally symmetric MTS from the center by a magnetic dipole (slot in the ground
plane in a practical implementation) the TM and TE modes propagate radially from the center. In the
MTS configuration shown in Figure 1, the magnetic dipole (depicted as a black arrow) is oriented
towards the y-axis. In this case, the TM SW is azimuthally excited following a cos(ϕ) function, while
the field related to the TE mode meets a sin(ϕ) excitation. If the phase synchronism of the modes is
ensured all over the surface and the mode amplitudes are equal, the total field on the surface, obtained
as the combination of both modes, provides a linearly polarized Ex field:
E(y) = ETM (y) + ETE (y) = −ETM (y)cos(ϕ)ρˆ+ ETE (y) sin(ϕ)ϕˆ= −E0xˆ (4)
where ETM = ETE = E0 for circular polarization.
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Figure 1. A rotationally symmetric metasurface is excited by a magnetic dipole oriented towards the
y-axis: TM and TE SWs propagate radially on the surface phase synchronized. |Eρ| follows a cos(ϕ)
function while |Eϕ| follows a sin(ϕ) function.
3. Practical Implementation
3.1. Unit Cell Geometry
The geometry of the proposed pixel is shown in Figure 2. An elliptically shaped metallic patch
with a cross-shaped aperture is printed on top of a grounded dielectric of AD-1000 material, with a
relative permittivity of εr = 10.2 and a thickness of h = 1.27 mm. The unit cell dimension is u = 3.14 mm.
The minor axis of the elliptical metallic patch (ea) is oriented towards the x-axis and the major axis (eb)
towards the y-axis in the rectangular reference system. Inside the metallic patch, there is an asymmetric
cross-shaped aperture. The main axes of this cross aperture are also aligned with the rectangular
reference, i.e., they are aligned with the ellipse axes. The length and width of the cross are denoted
as ca, wa and cb, wb towards the x and y axis, respectively. Since the main applications of the MTSs
composed with such subwavelength elements are in the microwave regime, the metal is treated as a
perfect electric conductor, and dielectric losses are neglected.
Figure 2. Unit cell geometry composed by a metallic elliptical patch with asymmetric cross-shaped
aperture in the center, printed on a grounded substrate. Dimension u = 3.14 mm, AD-1000 dielectric
with relative permittivity εr = 10.2 and thickness h = 1.27 mm.
A full wave eigenmode analysis for the supported SWs has been carried out. For this purpose,
periodic boundary conditions are imposed in the x and y axis with kxu and kyu phasing, respectively.
The imposed phasing corresponds to a mode impinging on the cell towards the φ angle, which is
evanescent in the z direction. Thus, it meets: kx2 + ky2 = βi2 > k02.
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3.2. Pixel Dispersion Properties
The transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE) modes’ spatial and frequency dispersion
properties for different patches are shown and compared in this section.
In order to facilitate reader understanding, firstly the TM and TE modes’ isofrequency dispersion
curves for a pixel composed by an elliptical metallic patch printed on a grounded dielectric (i.e., without
cross slot) are shown in Figure 3. The dispersion properties for different elliptical patch ratios (ea/eb)
are compared.
Figure 3. Frequency and spatial dispersion curves for TM (left column) and TE (right column) SWs
supported by a pixel composed by a metallic elliptical patch printed on a grounded dielectric with
different ratios: (a,b) ea/eb = 0.6 and (c,d) ea/eb = 0.85. The employed dielectric is AD-1000 (εr = 10.2,
thickness h = 1.27 mm) and the unit cell dimension u = 3.14 mm.
As can be seen in Figure 3a, the phase constant of the supported TM mode (βTM) increases when
the electrical size of the patch is larger. The TM phase constant is always larger when the propagation
angle is oriented towards the larger axis of the ellipse (in this case the y-axis), and the same effect
can be observed in the x-axis when the ratio of the ellipse is increased (Figure 3c). Unlike the TM
mode, which is supported in the structure at all frequencies, the TE SW has a cut-off frequency. As can
be seen in Figure 3b–d, the cut-off frequency of the TE mode decreases for electrically large patches.
For instance, in the patch with larger ellipse ratio (Figure 3d), the TE mode is outside the visible region
at 13.5 GHz (shown in bold in the isofrequency curves), while it is inside the visible region for smaller
ratios (Figure 3b). The TE phase constant (βTE) increases on the x-axis for ellipses with larger ratios.
When the required MTS must support only the propagation of a TM mode, the geometry and
rotations of the selected patches for the MTS implementation must be carefully selected to avoid the
propagation of the TE SW working below its cut-off frequency. Nevertheless, in the present work, both
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the TM and TE modes must be considered. The main goal is to independently control the propagation
properties of both the TM and TE SWs, ensuring, additionally, the synchronized propagation of both
modes within a certain impinging angle (φ). For this purpose, an asymmetric cross-shaped aperture
has been introduced in the center of the previously presented elliptical patch geometry (shown in
Figure 2). Frequency and spatial dispersion properties for three geometric parameterizations are
shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Frequency and spatial dispersion curves for TM (left column) and TE (right column) SWs
supported by three different pixels composed by a metallic elliptical patch with an asymmetric aperture
in the center, printed on a grounded dielectric. The ellipse ratio for the patches is ea/eb = 0.85 in all
cases, and cross apertures are defined by (wa/u, ca/ea, wb/u, cb/eb) parameters: (a,b) pixel A (0.15, 0.6,
0.15, 0.9), (c,d) pixel B (0.25, 0.6, 0.15, 0.9) and (e,f) pixel C (0.15, 0.85, 0.15, 0.6). The employed dielectric
is AD-1000 (εr = 10.2, thickness h = 1.27 mm) and the unit cell dimension u = 3.14 mm.
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Given that the unit cell dimension is very small in terms of wavelength, the inclusion of the
asymmetric cross-shaped aperture in the center of the elliptical patch geometry makes it possible
to control the phase constant of the different modes (βTM, βTE) independently when impinging on
the unit cell with different angles. TM mode dispersion properties are affected by the slot of the
cross perpendicular to the impinging angle, while the TE SW is affected by the slot aligned with the
incidence direction. In Figure 4a, the cross slot along the larger axis of the elliptical patch (y-axis) has
been enlarged, increasing the cb parameter. Due to this fact, when a TM mode propagates in the unit
cell along the x-axis, βTM increases considerably. Increasing cb also affects the dispersion properties
of the TE mode (Figure 4b); when the mode propagates in the cell towards φ = 90◦, βTE increases in
the y-axis. On the other hand, the effect of broadening the slot corresponds to an electrically larger
patch. In Figure 4c,d, the slot width towards the x-axis (wa parameter) is enlarged, and due to this
effect, βTM and βTE increase when TM and TE modes propagate in the cell at angle of φ = 0◦ and
φ = 90◦, respectively.
It is necessary to remark that this patch geometry is especially attractive due to the multiple
possibilities for its geometrical parameterization, which make it possible to independently control
the dispersion properties for both TM and TE modes within a certain frequency band. For instance,
the patch geometry shown in Figure 4c,d (pixel B) allows the synchronized propagation of TM and
TE SWs when impinging on the patch along its larger axis (in this case, φ = 90◦) at 13.5 GHz. As can
be seen, the isofrequency curves of both modes coincide at this frequency, and the phase constant of
both modes is the same: βTM = βTE = 597 rad/m. However, the modes’ synchronization can be also
obtained with other geometrical parameterization. This is the case, for instance, for pixel C (shown in
Figure 4e,f), in which the cross slot is increased along the shorter axis of the ellipse (ca parameter has
been increased). This geometry also ensures βTM = βTE = 597 rad/m at 13.5 GHz, when TM and TE
modes impinge on the cell along the φ = 0◦ angle. This feature is also shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Frequency dispersion properties for TM and TE modes when impinging on pixel B at φ = 0◦.
Curves agree with the frequency dispersion of the modes for pixel C within φ = 90◦ angle.
It has to be mentioned that the phase synchronization bandwidth is mainly limited by the TE
mode (see Figure 5), as the frequency dispersion behavior of this mode changes faster with frequency
than the TM SW dispersion.
3.3. Metasurface Implementation Details
In this section, the implementation details of a SW-guiding MTS are given, in which two TM
and TE modes are guided, decoupled and phase-balanced (Figure 6). Pixel B, presented in the
previous Section 3.2, has been employed to implement a SW-guiding surface with a total radius of
R = 50u = 157 mm = 7λ0. At each position on the surface, the metallic elliptical patch is printed on top
of the grounded dielectric, based on a cartesian lattice meshgrid (unit cell dimension u = 3.14 mm).
Each patch is appropriately rotated, in such a way that the minor axis of the ellipse meets the impinging
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angle of the SWs propagating from the center of the structure, i.e., is aligned with ρˆ. The structure is
excited by a magnetic dipole oriented towards the y-axis.
Figure 6. Details of the rotationally symmetric metasurface composed by pixel B subwavelength
elements. Total radius R = 50u = 157 mm. The structure is excited by a magnetic dipole oriented
towards the y-axis. The metal patches are shown in dark blue, whereas the light blue color represents
the dielectric substrate.
4. Simulation Results
Employing appropriate symmetry conditions (see Figure 6), a quarter of the MTS structure was
simulated using ANSYS HFSS software package. Two TM and TE modes are excited by a magnetic
dipole oriented towards the y-axis. The total near-field components at 13.5 GHz obtained by the
combination of both modes guided on the structure are depicted in Figure 7.
Figure 7. (a) Total field vector at 13.5 GHz over the MTS obtained as the combination of TM and TE
modes; (b) Re(Ex) and (c) Re(Ey) components’ magnitude over the surface.
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The TM and TE modes were appropriately excited on the structure, with propagation that was
synchronized and in-phase. Due to this fact, the TM and TE modes’ field combination generates a total
field oriented towards the x-axis (Figure 7a). Additionally, the decoupled propagation of both modes
ensures negligible cross polar field excitation. In consequence, Re(Ey) is negligible in Figure 7c.
Figure 8 depicts the total Re(Ex) field in the aperture at ϕ = 0◦, 45◦ and 90◦ planes, obtained as a
combination of the synchronized TM and TE SW fields.
Figure 8. (a) Re(Ex) field in the aperture (R = 50u = 157 mm) at ϕ = 0◦, 45◦, 90◦ as a combination of the
TM and TE SW fields; (b) Zoom of the curves.
As expected, the SW wavelengths of both modes are in agreement, λTM = λTE = 10.52 mm
(Figure 8b). This feature is in agreement with the predicted phase velocity values related to the unit cell
dispersion analysis carried out in Section 3.2, where βTM = βTE = 597 rad/m. It has to be noted that the
synchronism of both modes is perfectly maintained in the center of the antenna. Nevertheless, for the
outer positions (ri > 5.5λ0), there is some phase difference between the modes. The reason for this
effect may be related to the cartesian lattice for the surface implementation, and its effect on the TE
dispersion properties when the patch is rotated azimuthally.
5. Conclusions
Design details of a single-layer rotationally symmetric metasurface ensuring decoupled and
synchronized propagation of TM and TE modes has been presented in this work. The MTS was
implemented by means of a dense layer of subwavelength metallic elliptical patches with an
asymmetric cross-shaped aperture in the center, printed on top of a grounded dielectric. With such
a pixel geometry, the dispersion properties of TM and TE SWs match at the working frequency
(13.5 GHz), and the total field generated on the aperture by the combination of both modes is perfectly
linearly polarized. The design of such structures has important applications in the development of
dual circularized polarized MTS antennas based on surface impedance modulation, in which TM and
TE mode propagation with similar dispersion properties is required.
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